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Abstract
This architecture thesis is about climate change and unprivileged populations – sea-level rise in particular,
and the neighborhood of East Boston. Across recorded human history, the burdens of climate stress have fallen
disproportionately on marginal populations, and today is no different. We don’t have to travel to a South Pacific
island to see the risk posed by sea-level rise – that risk can be found right here along the New England coastline. Neighborhoods with a minimum of privilege face challenges to their existence – and those residents want
to stay in their homes and preserve their communities just like anybody else. This project examines a series of
tactical design interventions to help the community of East Boston stay in place but adapt to a future that includes
periodic and sustained flooding. How will homeowners respond, individually and collectively? Substantial public
assets – health centers, boys-and-girls clubs, schools and churches – knit together the community. How can we
modify those structures in place to be resilient toward rising sea levels? With a grounding in prior architectural
responses to traumatic changes in the built environment (sea-level rise among them), we propose specific steps for
sites in the neighborhoods of Maverick Square and Jeffries Point.
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Introduction
Throughout recorded history, the stress of changes in climate has greater impacts on the marginal than on the
privileged. During the Little Ice Age of 1500-1800, drought and famine led to witch trials and pogroms
(Behringer, 2009). During the great Mississippi Flood of 1927, African-Americans were confined to the levees
at gunpoint, and denied food unless they worked, so that the plantation owners could be assured of retaining
their workforce for the day the waters ebbed (Barry, 1998). Today, as the world faces climate change on a
global scale, droughts are driving mass migrations from Africa and sea-level rise threatens to eliminate whole
island nations. Again, those facing the greatest impact are often those with minimal resources and whose voice
goes unheard. I want to look at how we might use design to help a nearby, less-privileged neighborhood cope
with sea-level rise, and chose East Boston as my site.
Resilient design needs to deal with the reality of flooding, not simply build stronger defenses to preserve our
prior way of life. As we have seen with the coronavirus pandemic, the circumstances of our lives will keep changing in ways we can’t predict and certainly can’t control. To the extent that we can foresee sea-level rise, we will
do well to develop design strategies that acknowledge its reality and adapt the built environment to suit what
lies ahead, not just fight it.
In East Boston, the homes and public facilities of the least-privileged people are also most at risk from rising
waters. East Boston has always been an immigrant community; today many of its inhabitants come from El Salvador and Colombia. Over the past century the City of Boston and the Catholic Church have invested heavily
in built assets that knit this community together – schools, churches, community centers/gyms, and health centers.
The health center in particular, keeps the community well and helps the elderly age in place. Around the world,
as people face sea-level rise, they want to stay where they already live, in their homes and surrounded by those
they know. For this to be possible in East Boston, we must find ways to adapt the public assets so that they can
still serve their community in a flooded future. This is as critical as any adaptation of housing. This thesis looks
at resilient design for both housing and public infrastructure, with the goal of presenting a variety of ideas and
techniques that can be selected from at will.
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Climate Change and Climate Stress
By now most people are aware of climate change, which 97% of scientists believe is due to human-driven release of CO2 into the atmosphere and the resulting global warming (NASA, 2020). It was expected that this
would lead to melting of glaciers and sea-level rise, and this is happening at an even faster rate than was predicted. But global warming has not just led to sea-level rise; it has also led to changes in weather patterns, with
more frequent storms and droughts, which in turn lead to famines (in the Sahel) and large-scale fires (in Australia
and California). These changes cause stress on human societies, and their unpredictability only heightens the
strain. Past episodes of climate change, such as the Little Ice Age of 1500-1800, led to drought and famine, and
resulted in societal violence, not just wars but also scapegoating of lower-status groups in the form of witch trials
(Behringer, 2009), (Oster, 2004). Today we see droughts in Africa causing human migration across the Mediterranean to Europe, where the migrants are often met with hostility, stopped at the border, or held in internment
camps. Here in the United States, white nationalism and demonization of immigrants has dramatically increased
and is even espoused by our “President.” The stresses caused by climate disaster (droughts, floods, fires) will very
likely increase, and heighten the separation of groups into those who are privileged and safe, and those who
face a more precarious existence, and increase the polarization between these groups.

Maltreatment of African-Americans during the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927.
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There are long traditions of building defensive infrastructure to protect our existing way of life against floodwaters. This attitude of control and defense is expressed by the levees on the Mississippi River, built to protect
municipalities like New Orleans. That approach has failed.

Water spills into New Orleans’ Lower Ninth Ward through a failed floodwall along the Industrial Canal on Aug.
30, 2005, a day after Hurricane Katrina tore through the city.
9

East Boston - Geography and Demographics
East Boston is a neighborhood of
the City of Boston, across Boston
Harbor from the principal landmass
of Boston. East Boston is familiar to
many as the site of Boston’s Logan
Airport. However, it is also home
to a dense neighborhood of rowhouses, with a population of 40,000
people. Over 50% of the residents
are from El Salvador and Colombia. Its median income is 58% of
the statewide average (Wikipedia,
2020). Throughout its history, East
Boston has been home to an immigrant population ... Irish, Italian,
Jewish, and now Hispanic.
View of East Boston, Boston Harbor, and downtown Boston.

Day Without Immigrants demonstration, East Boston, 2017.
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1775 Map of Boston (East Boston at upper right).

1775

2020

2070

East Boston was just a group of islands during revolutionary times, and then accreted into a single mass and part
of the mainland as part of a mid-1800’s development scheme. Since much of the land is low-lying fill, it will
return to its prior form as a group of islands as sea level rises.
11

I began my investigations by making a 3-dimensional (exaggerated-height) topographic map of East Boston’s
lowest-lying areas (Maverick Square and Jeffries Point). A landform that stands out is the channel of the East
Boston Greenway, a former rail line to the harbor that was recently turned into a park and bicycle path. The
greenway cuts a trench through the heart of East Boston, and is a natural pathway for flooding from the ocean. I
visited the website of the East Boston Neighborhood Health Center, a public entity that hosts 300,000 ambulatory patient visits each year (EBNHC, 2020). The health center provides a map of their locations, so I cut the buildings out as an individual pieces and affixed each one to its appropriate place in the topographic model, starkly
illustrating how coastal flooding would inundate many of the health center’s facilities.

Exaggerated topographic model of East Boston, showing locations of Neighborhood Health Center facilities.
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My next step was to perform a more rigorous analysis of the sea-level rise and demographics of East Boston.
The map below shows ten-year and hundred-year flood zones, as of 2050, using the Climate-Ready Boston Map
Explorer (Climate-Ready Boston, 2020). One can see that most of Maverick Square and Jeffries Point are underwater. Even restricting one’s gaze to the ten-year flood shows significant flooding. The high ground of Eagle
Hill (the former Noddles Island shown in the 1775 map) remains dry in both flooding scenarios.
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This second map overlays recent census data showing social justice populations onto the flooding maps of East
Boston. The social justice populations shown here are non-native English speakers, low-income, and high percentage of elderly These census blocks showing vulnerable groups materially overlap the ten-year and hundred-year flood zones of Maverick Square and Jeffries Point. It is this area we will focus on for the rest of the
project.

Low Income and NonNative English Population
Low Income, Non-Native
English, and Elderly
1% Flood Risk, 2050
10% Flood Risk, 2050
Current Sea Level (2020)
Ground

Landforms,
Sea Level Rise,
and Social Justice
East Boston: 2020-2050
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This axonometric view of Maverick Square and Jeffries Point carries forward the flood zones from the previous
maps, and highlights buildings that are public assets in this neighborhood -- health centers, community centers,
schools, and churches. The axon map makes clear that the headquarters building of the Neighborhood Health
Center and the nearby Boys and Girls Club buildings are in the heart of the ten-year flood zone.

Community Centers
Health Centers
Schools
Churches
100-year flood (2050 sea level)
10-year flood (2050 sea level)
Ground
Ocean
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This diagram spells out the different sea levels and construction elevations relative to the Boston City Base
datum. FEMA uses 2016 projections of flood levels to determine reference flood elevations. The Base Flood
Elevation represents the water-level of a 1% (hundred-year) flood. While that may seem too rare an event
for present concerns, the positioning of a building relative to the hundred-year flood level is used to determine
eligibility for FEMA’s National Flood Insurance program, and thus eligibility for a mortgage. The Design Flood
Elevation is offset from the Base Flood Elevation by one or two feet of freeboard (margin against flooding), determined by the use of the building. Residences need two feet of freeboard; non-residential uses can get by with
just one foot of freeboard. The City of Boston has taken 2070 sea levels as a reference to define a new set of
flood elevations for climate resilience, the Sea Level Rise (SLR) Base Flood Elevation and SLR Design Flood Elevation. This is detailed in the useful Coastal Flood Resilience Design Guidelines (BPDA, 2019) manual, developed by
the architecture firm Utile and approved by the city in 2019.

Reference Flood Elevations
for East Boston

SLR-DFE (2070 Zone AE)
Freeboard
SLR-BFE
FEMA-DFE (2020 Zone AE)
Freeboard
FEMA-BFE
Grade
Mean High Water

21.3’ 19.3’
16.5’ 14.5’
10.7’

Mean Low Water
1.2’

Boston City Base
Note: SLR-DFE is the DFE (Zone AE) in 2070 assuming 40” Sea Level Rise
Absolute Numbers are for Coleridge St. site in East Boston
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Precedents - Resilient Urban Design for Sea-level Rise
Designers, planners, engineers, officeholders and property owners are working hard to mitigate the effects of
climate change, particularly to anticipate and counter sea level rise and increased storms. Superstorm Sandy
devastated parts of New York City in 2012, leading to a series of plans to protect the infrastructure and cultural
patrimony of the city with both hard and soft barriers. Dutch expertise in resilience to sea-level rise is in high
demand. In this section we see several examples of this recent work.
During 2009-2011, Guy Nordenson, Catherine Seavitt, and Barry Bergdoll oversaw five teams of architects
and planners as they developed climate-resilient interventions for New York’s waterfront, from New Jersey
through Staten Island and Lower Manhattan to Brooklyn. Much of the work looked at how new uses like aquaculture and altered ground like inserted estuaries and porous streets could function both programmatically and as a
foil to storm surges. The work culminated in the Rising Currents exhibit at MoMA in 2010 (Bergdoll, 2011).

New Urban Ground proposal for Lower Manhattan, Susannah Drake (DLAND Studio), Stephen Cassell and Adam
Yarinsky (Architecture Research Office). MoMA Rising Currents exhibition, 2010. I selected this project for inclusion because it directly addresses urban programming and circulation within an already-constructed-but-modified
urban environment.
17

The devastation of Superstorm Sandy in 2012, informed by the ideas of the Rising Currents exhibition, led to
HUD’s Rebuild By Design competition, a set of proposals for a climate-resilient alteration of Lower Manhattan
during 2014-2017. The winning proposal , known as the “Big U,” (BIG, 2014) was developed by the Bjark Ingels
Group and has gone through several metamorphoses based on public comment; it has yet to begin construction.

Bjark Ingels Group “BIG U” plan for Lower Manhattan.
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In 2005, the Second International Archiecture Biennial of Rotterdam (Geuze, 2005) focused on design responses to rising water, with the title “The Flood” (de zondfloed). The designs were truly international, covering both
the “developed” and “less-developed” world, and looked in depth at the role of tourism.

Tide City, one of the entries by the Rotterdam Academy of Architecture and Urban Design. This proposal stood
out for its thoughtful inhabitation of watery borderlands outside the protective Netherlands seawall.
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Boston Living With Water (BSA, 2015) was an open international design competition held in 2015 by the
Boston Society of Architects, which reviewed 54 different resilient designs for Boston neighborhoods with an eye
toward end-of-the-21st-century sea levels.

THE
E DIST
TRIC
CT

The District:
The future holds many unknowns and risks from a variety of
climate-based hazards. But what will district life be like when the
SURYHUELDOVXQLVRXW"$IUDPHZRUNIRUÀH[LELOLW\GLYHUVLW\DQG
innovation is presently more achievable than planning for any
VSHFL¿FPHWULFVRUVWDQGDUGVRISHUIRUPDQFH%\IRFXVLQJRQ
resiliency strategies that are multifaceted – that both delight and
perform – we can ensure that stakeholders have an unmatched
XUEDQH[SHULHQFHHYHQDVWKH\IDFHWKHFKDOOHQJHVRIFOLPDWH
change. Global gateway cities will require resilient districts to
remain competitive on the world stage and offer the lifestyle urban
dwellers seek. The 100 Acre District must perform and captivate.
RESILIENT LINKAGES proposes a strategy that embraces the
ÀXFWXDWLRQVRIWKHWLGHDQGPRXQWLQJVHDOHYHOE\EXLOGLQJDKLJKHU
level “ground plane” through both public and private investment in
a responsive infrastructure and creating an aqueous Central Park
that doubles as a water management system. Planning policies
that raise the resiliency requirements and incentivize responsible
building and contributions to the public realm ensure successful
development of a desirable and resilient urban district.

The Resilient Linkages finalist entry by NBBJ to the Boston Living With Water competition was based on acknowledging fluctuating water levels, creating a raised ground plane and a floodable park that also serves to manage the water resource.
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The For A Resilient Rockaway (FAR ROC) design competition was held in 2013, seeking proposals for a new
master plan for Arverne East, a vacant 80+ acre Urban Renewal site on the Rockaway Peninsula. One of the
finalist proposals came from Ennead Architects / Ennead Lab (Cruz, 2015). Ennead’s proposal uses sand dunes
and wet meadows to manage water levels at the beachfront, while creating an elevated residential community
connected by pedestrian walkways to a station on the A subway line.

“A New Kind of Street,” from Ennead Labs’ finalist entry in the FAR ROC competition for a resilient redevelopment of the Far Rockaway urban beachfront, 2013.
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Precedents - Adaptive Architecture
I gathered a second group of precedents, which speculated on ways that architecture might adapt to changing
conditions, without specific reference to sea-level rise. Architects including Gordon Matta-Clark, Lebbeus Woods,
O. M. Ungers, and Smout-Allen showed new ways to think about responses to trauma and reconstruction in the
built environment.

Gordon Matta-Clark’s “Conical Intersect” (1975) performed an incision on two 17th-century Parisian buildings
slated for demolition to make way for the Centre Pompidou. The angled, conical hole surveyed the street scene
while giving passers-by a view into the skeleton and domestic spaces of the soon-to-disappear building.
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The architect Lebbeus Woods spent his entire career drawing speculative structures that responded to their surrounding conditions. His 1993 book War and Architecture (Woods, 1993) explored how buildings might evolve
in response to the trauma of war; in this case the suffering and destruction visited on Sarajevo following the
breakup of Yugoslavia. His structures express violent emotion, and show a combination of retreat and new, often
metastatic growth. While developed in the context of war, these ideas are quite relevant for our flooded urban
future.

Design for reconstruction of Sarajevo’s Elektroprivreda (Electrical Management) Building, Lebbeus Woods, 1994.
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The architect Oswald Mathias Ungers brought a group of students and colleagues to Berlin in the summer of
1977 to think in new ways about the future of the city, which at that time faced a shrinking population within a
large geographic footprint. Ungers and his collaborators (Rem Koolhaas among them) created a plan Berlin: A
Green Archipelago (Ungers, 2013) that abandoned whole areas of the city to parkland and wilderness, creating
gaps and interruptions with programs that reflected the varied needs of the population (seniors, youth, etc.). This
work was remarkable for its non-heroic stance and absence of monumentality, while calling out zones of distinctive urban character to be intensified with new designs.

Design studies and maps from O. M. Ungers’ City Within A City: Berlin, a Green Archipelago (1977, 2013).
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The architects Mark Smout and Laura Allen engage in speculative design for what they call Augmented Landscapes. Their highly conceptual work “focuses on the dynamic relationship between the natural and the manmade.” One of their recent projects is for Happisburgh (SmoutAllen 2005), an actual cliff-top village in Norfolk
that is falling into the sea. Smout Allen created a village on tracks, capable of retreat, to occupy the shifting
territory between the sea and the land. In the architects’ words, “it adopts an architectural language of impermanence, of permeable screens, loose-fit structures that complement and contribute to the nature of the restless
landscape.” While I discovered this work after completing most of the design work that follows, I include Smout
Allen’s Happisburgh among these precedents because it is so directly relevant.

Models and Drawings of the retreating village of Happisburgh, Smout Allen, 2005.
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Part II: Design Investigations
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Speculative Design
After several visits to East Boston, I wanted to make some little buildings that embodied different qualities on
each of their three stories:
- the first story would respond to (rather than resist) floodwaters
- the second story would reflect a typical East Boston home, with the tint reflecting the prevailing vinyl siding
- the third story would be an open parametric form, reminding us that we need to keep an open mind and reach
for the sky as we face the unpredictable climate future.
These buildings were directly inspired by the structures of East Boston. One of them, which rides on rails, drew
from the remains of a “marine railway,” a form of drydock observed on Border St.

From left to right:
- the first house allows its first floor to flood; the water washes in and out
- the second house travels on tracks to adjust to the floodwaters
- the third house rides up and down on pylons to avoid the flood in a flexible way
- the fourth house just floats away, leaving its (flooded) first floor behind
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Siting the Project
After walking and photographing much of the neighborhood, and considering the projected flooding data
shown previously, I selected two sites for intervention.
The first site is a neighborhood of rowhouses along Sumner St. These are interesting both for their typicality, but
also because they are split-level (the first floor is a “garden level” below the street but at grade with the backyard), with backyards that face an alley that serves as an alternate connecting spine, and for the presence of a
vibrant community garden (Eastie Farm) on one of the houselots. While this street is at a higher elevation than
some others, the backyards and alley are some 5 feet lower than the street and quite susceptible to flooding.
The second site is the Taylor Building, the operational headquarters of the East Boston Neighborhood Health
Center. We have already seen how critical the health center is to the life of the neighborhood, and the Taylor
Building sits on Gove St., in the heart of the ten-year flood zone. It is large public infrastructure that begs to be
modified for resilience to sea-level rise.

East Boston Neighborhood
Health Center - Taylor Building

Sumner Street Rowhouses

Two sites for design intervention in East Boston.
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Rowhouse Neighborhood
For the rowhouse neighborhood I developed two sets of interventions -- the first a “kit of parts” approach to
the changes that might be made to a specific rowhouse and its immediate surroundings, to make it climate-resilient. The existing section and plan shows how the mechanical systems, bedroom, and family room on the garden
level are completely vulnerable to flooding.

Existing Rowhouse; garden level
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The new section and plan show how the mechanical systems move from the basement/garden level up to the
attic, and also how the family room/leisure space moves from the garden level to the rooftop, where the residents can find a dry outdoor experience even if the ground level is flooded. The new garden level, subject to
flooding, is now taken up with a play structure and kayak storage.

Modified Rowhouse; garden level
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The next two pages show “existing” and “new” axon views of the alleyway side of the rowhouses, and the opportunities for small-scale adaptive changes. The “existing” view shows crops in the community garden, and the
variety of uses of the backyards, each one very much the domain of its building’s residents.

Existing Rowhouses, viewed from Emmet Place alleyway.
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The “new” axonometric view shows how leisure spaces have moved to the rooftop, while activities at the ground
level are responding to the possibility of flooding. The community garden’s plantings have moved to a raised
bed on pylons, so that they may move up and down and avoid contact with salt water. Similarly, car storage has
moved to a parking lift, so that when a flood is coming, the residents can move the car out of harm’s way. Notice
the presence of elaborate stairways in the backyard -- a typical feature of these multi-tenant units.

Modified Rowhouses, viewed from Emmet Place alleyway.
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These two pages show a second set of interventions to the rowhouse neighborhood that address circulation
during the flood condition. How can an urban design handle circulation in a neighborhood that will be dry much
of the time, but flooded some of the time? Previous proposals like Ennead’s FAR ROC finalist have replaced the
traditional car-filled street with elevated walkways, but it doesn’t make sense to decommision roads if they will
be passable most of the time. The alleyway connecting the backyards of the buildings offers a solution, made
more feasible by the warren of stairways descending from the upper floors of the rowhouses. We can construct
an elevated walkway along the alley, connecting to the existing stairways without altering the driveability of the
neighborhood streets. This is shown in the image below.

Elevated walkway along Emmet Place (back alley) for alternate circulation during floodtimes.
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This is a neighborhood of private property, of individual houses and yards. Each homeowner or principal resident will want to control his/her/their accessibility via the raised walkway. The animation below shows how that
can be done via a hinged/folding connection from the rowhouse itself to the main walkway along the alley.

Frames from an animation showing how an individual rowhouse controls its connection to the central walkway.
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Health Center
The second site of intervention is the Taylor building of the East Boston Neighborhood Health Center. This structure,
originally built in 1978, is the main locus for medical treatment among the health center’s distributed buildings. It is used to
deliver emergency and specialized medicine, and support for the community to age in place. The building’s ground floor
sits one foot below FEMA’s 2016 Base Flood Elevation, and some seven feet below the projected 2070 Design Flood Elevation (DFE). The images on these pages show the structure as it appears today, and then with a hundred-year flood in 2070,
when floodwaters reach the SLR-DFE.

Taylor Building at 10 Gove St, East Boston, existing conditions.
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Taylor Building at 10 Gove St, East Boston, “hundred-year” flood in 2070 (Boston’s SLR-DFE).
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The existing building was designed without flooding or sea-level rise in mind. The plan below shows how critical
capital-intensive functions like the emergency room, laboratory, radiology center, and mechanical equipment are all placed
on the first floor, as well as the pharmacy with its expensive and restricted stock of medicines. The building’s existing
entrances are on the first floor as well, subject to inundation.

Open Oĸces

PaƟent
Care

Open Oĸces

Mechanical
Systems

Emergency Room
/
Care Center

Radiology
Laboratory

Building
Services

PaƟent Rooms

PaƟent
Services

Pharmacy

Security/
Check-in
MeeƟng Room

PaƟent Rooms

ExisƟng First Floor Plan -- Taylor Building
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Since the first floor of the Taylor Building is so vulnerable to flooding, my proposed redesign begins by moving
equipment-intensive critical functions up to higher floors. Working with the first floor, we then carve out sections to be
exposed to the outdoors (shown in deeper blue), without floodproofing. On the left, this open space is used for drive-up
pandemic testing, acknowledging the COVID-19 times we inhabit. On the right, the newly opened area is dedicated to a
meditation space for those visiting the health center. The remaining space (denoted in light blue) is enclosed, conditioned,
and wet-floodproofed with flood vents, so that floodwaters can enter the space and move through without endangering the
building structure. The elevator enclosure in the center (red) is dry-floodproofed, since it houses an essential mechanism that
must keep working even during a flood.
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New First Floor Plan -- Taylor Building

Wet FloodprooĮng
No FloodprooĮng
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The revision of the floorplan below introduces a vertical gradation in the structure, as well as the planar (XY) partitioning
introduced by the wet floodproofing and removal of some exterior walls. The hatched area shows where the first floor has
been raised by two feet. This is possible because the existing floor-to-floor height is twelve feet. With a raised floor for
the pandemic testing area and associated laboratory, as well as parts of the meditation space, activities can continue in
these zones even with one or two feet of water on the ground. One such case would be flooding at the FEMA 2016 Base
Flood Elevation. The driveway for testing access has a ramp and raised standing area to meet the elevation of the clinical
testing site.
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We have already seen how the building must be partitioned into floodable space on the first floor, and dry space on the
upper two floors. The redesign will add two new floors above the existing three floors, in order to hold the program that
must move out of the flood-prone first floor. But the introduction of drive-through pandemic testing on the left (west) side of
the building suggested an additional partitioning of the structure -- into treatment of infectious diseases on the west side,
and the practice of non-infectious medicine (ob/gyn, oncology, osteopathy, neurology) on the east side of the building. This
will facilitate the quarantine and sterile practices that we are getting used to in our new pandemic world.
The plan diagrams on the following page show how this division of program is reflected in the renovated structure. The
first floor is cut away as befits its changed function in the flooded future. The existing second and third floors retain their
existing footprint. The new fourth and fifth floors have a lobed quality, with a west wing for infectious disease treatment
and an east wing for non-infectious medicine; the two wings meet at the back to keep circulation within the building enclosure. The dry-floodproofed elevator sits in the non-infectious wing.
Sections of the new health center appear on the following page. The different sectional views are taken at the same location, but under different flood conditions that would occur at different points in time. They show how activity can continue on
the raised portions of the first floor even with light flooding, and how the occupants move to the upper floors as the floodwaters rise. As was the case in the rowhouse neighborhood, the roof becomes activated as the ground becomes uninhabitable. The new health center’s roof features both a heliport for safe and rapid delivery of patients and a picnic area for
the workers in the building.

ExisƟng

Dry (New)
Dry (ExisƟng)
Floodable

InfecƟous Non-infecƟous

EBNHC Taylor Building -- EvoluƟon
InfecƟous Non-infecƟous
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Fourth and Fifth
Floor Plans

Second and Third
Floor Plans

New First Floor Plan
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Dry - No Flood Condition

Light Flood - (BFE or < 2 ft)

Heavy Flood (SLR-DFE, 7 ft above ground)
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The rendered images on these pages show the new health center building in both dry and flooded conditions.
One modification visible here is the access to the building. The existing first-floor main entrance is retained, but
we have added an accessible ramp, leading to a new entrance on the second floor. This second-floor entrance
may optionally be used during dry times, but becomes essential during flood times. The ramp access is particularly effective in the presence of flooding -- no matter what the water level is, one can get to the ramp and into
the building.

Redesigned Taylor Building, dry conditions.
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Redesigned Taylor Building, flood conditions (2070 SLR-DFE).
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The rendered image below shows the outdoor meditation space that is created on the east side by the removal
of exterior walls, in anticipation of flooding. Notice the multiple seating levels for the space, enabling people to
occupy it under a variety of conditions.

Outdoor meditation space on first floor of redesigned health center.
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Conclusions and Future Directions
This project has brought forward several principles of resilient design for existing neighborhoods as we face a
future with periodic flooding due to sea-level rise:
- We need structures that can adapt, not just defend
- Residents want to remain where they live now, how can we help the community adapt?
- In order for the community as a whole to be flood-resilient, we must address public assets as well as housing
- Large civic infrastructure demands techniques that are more static than those for individual homes
- Flooded conditions will often be temporary -- but significant
- Under flooded conditions, outdoor life will move to the rooftops
The design explorations presented here pursued several directions. The work on the rowhouses was small-scale,
operational, and pragmatic, out of respect for the individuality of each homeowner’s relationship to his/her/their
property. The ideas on alternative circulation for flood times began to address the rowhouse neighborhood as
a whole. It would be interesting to see what a resilient architectural design might accomplish for an ensemble of
rowhouses. Might we combine the floodable first floors to form a common play structure for the neighborhood
kids?
The redesign of the health center is more fully formed, and the most significant design moves were motivated
by the need to address separation in a time of contagious disease. What bold designs are possible to give
the building flexibility for a sometimes-flooded future? How might public circulation transform in the mixed-use
neighborhood around the health center?
Most of the architectural precedent work on resilient design for sea-level rise was carried out at the urban
scale. I intentionally limited my scope to the building level, out of a desire for originality and to “keep it real.”
While the thesis began with an eye toward political issues of marginality and agency in a time of upheaval and
risk, the architectural focus of the work led me to consider design changes that could directly help the existing
community, leaving questions of political power to others. While maintaining this architectural focus, it could be
fruitful to enlarge the scope of these design explorations to the neighborhood scale of all floodable East Boston.
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Appendix -- Exploratory Work
The collage below was a starting point for this project -- envisioning a future in which the marginal populations
of Boston were relegated to living in tents on offshore barrier islands, with an awareness of precedents ranging
from the 1927 Mississippi Flood, to the self-sufficient Uros floating fishing villages of Lake Titicaca and NLÉ’s
floating school for the houseboat neighborhoods of Lagos.
The second piece of exploratory work included here is a timeline showing the evolution of public “in-between”
spaces, along with changes in climate and technology, and their effects on society. This timeline was critical in
pivoting my thesis topic from “the spaces in-between” to the ultimate topic developed here -- resilient design for
marginal populations during climate change.
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Timeline

Cities, global warming, communication technology, and
some temporal examples of in-between and informality

Refugees inhabit tent cities in athletic stadiums

Coastal residents inhabit flotillas of houseboats as sea levels rise
Large dikes constructed around major port cities, and become inhabited by squatters

2020: Australia suffers worst
fires in its history, exacerbated by climate change

2025: China surpasses US as world’s largest economy
2010-2020: Explosion of Big Data and Artificial Intelligence
2010: Netherlands outlaws squatting

2010-2020: Warmest
decade on record, including
the 5 hottest years.

2007: iPhone introduced
2000: Largest GDP: United States
2nd largest GDP: China

1990
1986: Beginnings of the Internet
1970-1990: Squatters take over unoccupied
buildings in Amsterdam

1975: First widespread use of term “global warming”

1975: Gordon Matta-Clark creates Conical Intersect in the Marais using
two building being demolished for construction of the Centre Pompidou
1920’s: Invention of television

1945

1922: La ville Contemporaine (Le Corbusier)
1918-1922: James Joyce publishes Ulysses
1900: Largest GDP: United States
2nd largest GDP: United Kingdom
1898: Garden City Movement begins
1895: Marconi transmits
first radio signal

1853-1870: Haussmann reconstructs Paris;
The Marais retains some of its medieval layout

1800’s: Industrial Revolution begins significant
increase in atmospheric CO2 levels

1839: Daguerre invents photography
1830: Nottolini renovates Lucca amphitheatre into open square

1800 CE:
Largest GDP: China
2nd largest GDP: India

1791 CE: Panopticon prison proposed by Jeremy Bentham.
1792 CE: Marais neighborhood declines after French Revolution
1600’s CE: Amsterdam becomes Europe’s center of finance and trading
1377 CE: Invention of moveable type (Korea)

1691 CE: Wang Hui paints A Day on the
Grand Canal with the Emperor of China

1240 CE: Marais established as the
aristocratic neighborhood of Paris
1100 CE: Lucca amphitheatre used
for construction materials by residents

1500-1800 CE: Little Ice Age.
Droughts and disease lead to violence and witch trials.

950-1200 CE: Medieval Warm Period
Legend:
Climate
Economy
Technology of Communication and Surveillance
Urban Development
The Arts
Lucca (Italy)
Marais (France)
Amsterdam (Netherlands)
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150 BCE:
Amphitheatre in Lucca built,
part of the Roman city plan

800 BCE:
Greeks develop the agora or gathering
place as the center of urban life.

1000 CE:
Largest GDP: India
2nd largest GDP: China
950 CE:
Invention of gunpowder (China)
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